
Ideation
Techniques
WEATHER APPS



Exercise

Using previously defined

problem statements for 3 apps

(The Weather Channel, Dark

Sky Weather, and

AccuWeather), choose different
ideation techniques to use, and

come up with as many solutions

for each of the 6 problem

statement as possible.



Problem Statements

Users who have busy lives NEED to view
all weather forecast data in 1 central
location without superfluous content or
interruptions BECAUSE it's annoying to
spend extra time on a daily activity that is
expected to be an easy, automatic process.

Users who travel or have family and friends
living in different places NEED to be able to
save and view multiple preferred locations'
forecasts BECAUSE they often care about
the weather in their current locations as
well as other locations far away at the
same time.

Users who have outdoor work, exercise, and
leisure activities NEED to use radar with robust
functionality and multiple modes BECAUSE it
provides them minute-by-minute precision in
their weather forecasts that enables strategic
scheduling.

Users accustom to personalized and
streamlined digital experiences NEED to
customize the types of weather data they see
in their daily forecasts BECAUSE it helps them
focus on the data points that they care about
most.

Users who live in areas where sudden
severe weather is common NEED to
receive detailed, accurate weather alerts
on their mobile devices BECAUSE time
is of the essence in emergency weather
situations and wasting time can
endanger them.

Users with certain medical conditions
NEED to base their daily activities
on weather forecast data BECAUSE
they are physically sensitive to even
slight changes in the weather.



Ideation Techniques

Braindump

Express ideas as rough, simple sketches. Ideas presented visually can inspire further ideas and be

easier to share, discuss, and critique with others

In 10 minutes, list all the bad ideas for solving your problem. This alleviates the anxiety of being

wrong and pressure to be right, freeing the mind and increasing creativity.

An analogy is a comparison of 2 things. Think of the product, service, or situation you are trying to solve

for in relation to another product, service, person, or thing.This can help with expressing complex

solutions in an understandable and inspiring way.

Sketch

Worst Possible Idea

Analogies

With a time limit of 10 minutes, write down every idea that comes to mind, no matter how crazy. After

individuals braindump they can bring all their ideas to a group setting for discussion



The Weather Channel Problem Statement #1

Users who have busy lives NEED to view all weather forecast data in 1 central location without

superfluous content or interruptions BECAUSE it's annoying to spend extra time on a daily activity

that is expected to be an easy, automatic process.

Braindump Worst Possible Idea

Eliminate everything but weather data from home

screen of app

Stop selling ad space on the app

Daily digest mode as an option, eliminating non

weather data content

Compact widget with weather data only

Morning look-aheads delivered as push notification to

mobile devices

Optimize app load speed

Voice assistant shortcuts/Alexa skill to get daily

weather forecasts quickly

Tinder weather app that has one piece of data per swipe

Allow other companies to sell ad space in every inch of

whitespace in app

Randomize what data is in forecasts everyday

Pay-per-data point you want to access

Full screen pop-up ads

Only deliver forecast in non-pausable video form

Provide audio forecast at 10x speed to deliver forecast fast

Two-factor authentication to share current location with app

and provide current conditions



The Weather Channel Problem Statement #1

Users who have busy lives NEED to view all weather forecast data in 1 central location without superfluous

content or interruptions BECAUSE it's annoying to spend extra time on a daily activity that is expected to be

an easy, automatic process.

Sketch



The Weather Channel Problem Statement #2

Users who travel or have family and friends living in different places NEED to be able to save and view

multiple preferred locations' forecasts BECAUSE they often care about the weather in their current locations

as well as other locations far away at the same time.

Braindump Worst Possible Idea

Default forecast on open of app to last saved location

Right swipe to carousel of all saved forecast locations

from home screen of app

Sync calendar with app for automatic delivery of

destination forecast on days of travel

Sync with friends' or family's phones, to offer forecasts

in their present location without having to search

Have a road map forecast with all weather along a

route

Create companion map app that syncs directions and

weather conditions, and can vocally alert drivers to

local weather changes along expected route as

driving

Only show weather from random locations

Region lock forecast access, require additional subscription

for every region or country you want forecasts for

Require visual proof of current location before providing

conditions

Allow saving of multiple forecast locations, but don't note

which forecast is for which location

"Mix and Match Forecasts" - put data points from different

locations together in to one forecast on home screen of app

Require full address information to search for different

location



The Weather Channel Problem Statement #2

Users who travel or have family and friends living in different places NEED to be able to save and view

multiple preferred locations' forecasts BECAUSE they often care about the weather in their current locations

as well as other locations far away at the same time.

Sketch



Dark Sky Weather Problem Statement #1

Users who have outdoor work, exercise, and leisure activities NEED to use radar with robust functionality and

multiple modes BECAUSE it provides them minute-by-minute precision in their weather forecasts that enables

strategic scheduling.

Braindump Worst Possible Idea

Ability to set automatic radar alerts based on user

chosen/drawn proximity on a map

Follow standard expectations of display of

precipitation strength (light green for light rain to dark

red for severe weather)

Add weather cell directional arrows

Provide high contrast coloring on radar to make it

easily readable

Offer past and future radar at least 1 hour from current

time

Denote lighting strikes, rotations, hail, and other

severe weather occurrences on radar

Only offer historical radar

Don't allow zooming in past state level

All precipitation on radar is the same color

Only update radar daily

Video ads you can't skip in radar

Inverted radar

Depict storm cells by geometric shape, instead of geographic,

real-time shape: triangles=thunderstorm, circles=just rain,etc.

Invert direction of radar

"Radar Takeovers" - change the colors of the radar for weekly

takeover by other brands or celebrities, for example everything

turns white, blue, and orange for a Mets takeover



Dark Sky Weather Problem Statement #1

Users who have outdoor work, exercise, and leisure activities NEED to use radar with robust functionality and

multiple modes BECAUSE it provides them minute-by-minute precision in their weather forecasts that enables

strategic scheduling.

Sketch



Dark Sky Weather Problem Statement #2

Users accustom to personalized and streamlined digital experiences NEED to customize the types of weather

data they see in their daily forecasts BECAUSE it helps them focus on the data points that they care about

most.

Braindump Worst Possible Idea

Offer checklist of all weather data options and let

users choose which ones appear on their home

screen and in what order

Drag and drop customizable UI that allows users to

re-order display on the fly

Allow integration of personal weather station

Offer suggested activity and wardrobe options for the

day based on forecast

Allow customization of data displayed by day of week

or time of day, for example care about rain on

commute days but not work from home days

All forecasts are made up of random data only

"Make Your Own Forecast" - forget about actual data, just

type in what makes you happy

Allow customization of forecast, but not saving of settings

Users can customize forecasts but only through editing the

code of the app, no customization tools in UI

Customize forecasts based on personality tests

administered in the app

Users can customize the design of forecasts, color or

photos, but not the types or layout of data



Dark Sky Weather Problem Statement #2

Users accustom to personalized and streamlined digital experiences NEED to customize the types of weather

data they see in their daily forecasts BECAUSE it helps them focus on the data points that they care about

most.

Sketch



AccuWeather Problem Statement #1

Users who live in areas where sudden severe weather is common NEED to receive detailed, accurate weather

alerts on their mobile devices BECAUSE time is of the essence in emergency weather situations and wasting

time can endanger them.

Braindump Worst Possible Idea

Provide weather updates throughout days with severe

weather possibilities

Standardize what constitutes a severe weather alert

Include instructions for safety in push notifications to

allow users to take immediate action

Allow users to opt the app in to overruling silent or

vibrate mode to push severe weather alerts and have

users choose customized sounds, vibrations, and/or

screen and flash light strobing to indicate alerts

Automatically offer in alerts the safest option for storm

shelter or safety procedures based on location and

weather type

Only send severe weather alerts after severe weather is over

Only send minor weather alerts and allow users to figure out

lack of alert means danger

Send weather alerts in foreign language

Have weather alert push notifications only say "Alert" and

require users to search app for more information

Send All Clear alerts before it's clear

Mix things up by sending random severe weather alerts

"Be Your Own Meteorologist" - allow users to send their own

fake, severe weather alerts to friends for fun



AccuWeather Problem Statement #1

Users who live in areas where sudden severe weather is common NEED to receive detailed, accurate weather

alerts on their mobile devices BECAUSE time is of the essence in emergency weather situations and wasting

time can endanger them.

Sketch



AccuWeather Problem Statement #2

Users with certain medical conditions NEED to base their daily activities on weather forecast data BECAUSE
they are physically sensitive to even slight changes in the weather.

Braindump Worst Possible Idea

Allow for self-reporting of users' health conditions that

the app can learn from to better forecast or to

understand an individual user's medical thresholds

Daily map of user-reported allergy and medical

reactions for users to understand their own likelihood

of susceptibility to micro-conditions

Let users customize which data points they want

alerts on mobile devices about and what the threshold

for an alert should be for them individually

Sync with health apps and allow input of personal

medical data so app can offer personalized advice

based on current or forecast conditions, for example

stay in or don't exercise or use strong SPF

Only show niche data like allergy counts, air quality,

barometric pressure, etc. as percentage increase or

decrease from previous day and don't offer access to

archived data

Encourage people to "get over" their medical limitations by

exposing themselves to dangerous conditions. Send

challenge push notifications and pushy quotes upon

opening of app. Gamifiy it by offering points or rankings in

an in-app social network

Create vague, pretty infographics for displaying data,

include no specific numbers or measurements for the data

Offer only Top 3 most popular forecast data points in effort

to "simplify" the app



AccuWeather Problem Statement #2

Users with certain medical conditions NEED to base their daily activities on weather forecast data BECAUSE
they are physically sensitive to even slight changes in the weather.

Sketch
 



Analogies 

How can The Weather Channel be more like Find My Friends?

How can The Weather Channel be more like the G Suite of apps?

How can Dark Sky Weather be more like Google Maps?

How can Dark Sky Weather be more like a personal assistant?

How can AccuWeather be more like a doctor?

How can AccuWeather be more like a local TV meteorologist?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
 



Reflections

I'm a visual learner so, I knew sketching would naturally work well for me. Putting pencil to paper

helped me explain my ideas in more detail than I could in words and led me to sketch whole processes

and scenarios of how my ideas could be used in the real-world. Braindumping, however, was the most

productive in terms of sheer quantity of ideas that I generated. I struggled a little at first to just list

whatever came to mind without filtering or judgement, but the more I did it, the more fun it became as

one idea immediately inspired another idea. Analogies were the most inspiring for me in terms of

thinking outside the box.

Road map/route weather forecast in The Weather Channel app

Customizable weather data in Dark Sky Weather, both what data appears in forecasts and in what

order it is displayed

User-defined proximity circles on radar that trigger precipitation alerts from Dark Sky Weather

Include safety procedures in severe weather alerts from AccuWeather

Sync health data with forecast data to offer personalized health-based suggestions with AccuWeather

Most Useful Techniques

Ideas Worth Pursuing 


